
Editors'Note

Dear Readers,

Prakriti refers to the natural constitution of the person. The word prakriti means manifestation of special characteristics due to
predominance. Prakriti (Body constitution) is decided at the time of conception and it remains unchanged through the lifespan. The
dominance of the dosha in sperm (shukra) and ovum (arthava) during conception decides one prakriti. 
 
Prakriti affects each factor by which a person is going to interact and decides the status of health. It is clearly indicated in texts that
lifestyle and various activities should be planned opposite to prakriti for the maintenance of health. In this way, prakriti also affects
and decides the quality and rate of aging. In this newsletter we are going to see the behavior aspect of other individual through the
means of prakriti and practice of sattva to maintain harmony.
 

We welcome your suggestion and submissions

Enjoy reading and get benefited by Ayurveda.
 
Vaidya Lakshmi Anoop

We sometimes hear older people commenting affectionately upon certain reactions and behaviour of their middle-aged children by
saying, “He is just same as he was during his childhood.” And couples often try to change each other for the “better,” hoping the
partner will change personality. Ultimately they give up their efforts, saying, “I have given up, he or she will never change.”

If you look around, or observe yourself, you will realize that there are certain ways of acting and reacting that always stay with you.
For example you react in a particular way-whether it is the doorbell, telephone, or replying to a question. If you react quickly, you will
do so all your life if you are a vata dominant person. In normal conditions (Non-pathological), the personality traits of vata-dominant
people are a part of their being until their last days of life. Similarly, to have a slow reaction times and responses, an inability to
make a decision quickly or postponding things to the next day, are traits of kapha dominant people. You cannot expect these people
to become like vata people, as their fundamental nature is part of their being. Those who are generally impatient by nature cannot
delay their meals, and if they have to, they get angry and irritated- the pitta type.

The above described traits re the part of the prakriti, or the fundamental nature, of an individual. The qualities for this way of
behaving have been their since birth. 

Understanding others:

After you have trained yourself to observe your action and reactions in the context of your fundamental nature or prakriti you will
also begin to know the vikriti(abnormal) behavior. It is natural to see other people at same perspective at this point. It's good idea to
cooperate with the people you work with based on the context of their fundamental nature. For example, if you are a vata
personality and you work with someone who is kapha, don't get irritated at the slow pace of this person. Learn to have patience,
and think about the slow and steady progress this person can make while you forge ahead. In working situation, if you try to
understand each other's reactions, a feeling of togetherness develops, and the group functions at a more personal level. This will
inspire you to help each other, and to have compassion and love for each other.

The advantage of understanding others in the context of their prakriti is that people not so self-involved, and are not embarrassed,
touchy, or sensitive about accepting their so-called negative traits. The group learns to understand the specific personality traits are
linked with physiological reactions and behaviour patterns, and pointing these out is not passing judgment. Neither do people feel
helpless, as they realize that there is a way to change themselves that requires a change in attitude or a change in nutrition. 

Knowing each others prakriti can help you deal with interactions with others on the jobs. Everything has the time and place. For
example, you never ask questions of a pitta person or discuss other work problems just before the lunch. These people cannot
tolerate hunger and are easily angered immediately before meal time. Also watch your interaction with pitta people when they come



inside after having been out in the hot sun. Vata people are easily exhausted in windy weather. Therefore, let them relax a little
when they come to work when the wind is blowing, rainy cloudy, dark winter days tell upon Kapha people, and if you want to have
an important business meeting with them, invite them for hot and spicy meals.

Some basic training in ayurvedic wisdom can initiate a successful process of mutual understanding. People are usually intrigued
with this way of thinking, for it is so different from the mechanistic way of looking at the universe, body, mind, personality and
behaviour. Making a few simple adjustments can help to create an atmosphere that is more human and loving, and which give rise
to more productivity and creativity in any business situation.

Sattva for Balance and Harmony:

Sattva not only helps us to develop positive qualities during the state of vikriti(abnormal), but also to bring balance and harmony in
everyday life. The quality of tolerance love, and compassion help enhance mutual understanding and support in a group. These
quality is necessary in enhancing efficiency in a group on the one hand and in individual creativity on the other. The moment you are
angry, irritated, or dissatisfied, you will make mistakes no matter what the nature of work is. One mistake leads to another and
create a vicious circle of irritation and anger.
We should develop the sattvic quality of our mind even when we are functioning total balance. There are certain things in each of
seven types of prakriti that we 'tent to do'. That means each prakriti has certain specific negative tendency, such as anger, irritation,
lethargy, intolerance, dissatisfaction and so on. These traits may not come to the surface in normal circumstances, but in a given
situations, they may evoked in you. Even in specific and provoking circumstances, we should make an effort to keep our equilibrium
by evoking sattva. For this breathing technique and meditation might be helpful in this direction.

This article is written by Vaidya Aniket (BAMS).
 

Wish to procure our products? Kindly contact as detailed
below:

USA:
Now available at Garry and Sun, USA - The new longevity

tonic & all the other products of Chakrapani Ayurveda,
India, potent and fresh Ayurveda herbs, massage oils for
body types, good quality Indian spices and readymade
Ayurveda food items suitable for Ayurveda body types.
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Product of the month - Tridoshic Oil :
 

 
 
Contents: Guduchi (Tinospora cordifolia), Haritaki (Terminalia Chebula),
Dadima (Punica granatum), Prishnaparni (Uraria picta), Amalaki
(Emblica officinalis), Yastimadhu (Glycyrrhiza glabra), Jatamansi
(Nardostachys jatamansi), Shirish (Albizzia lebbeck), Sariva
(Hemidesmus indicus), Dashmool, Sesame oil as base

Benefits : This oil is helpful to make a balance of all three Doshas
(biological humors). Tridoshic oil promotes the elimination of toxins, and
creates a feeling of relaxation by balancing Vata, Pitta and Kapha.
Through massage this oil soothes the skin, strengthens the muscles,
nourish the nerves and clears the blockage in body channels.

Recommended use – Used for
massage.

 
 

Home Remedy for cough

 1. Crush a handful of thoroughly washed basil leaves
 2. Crush a small (1 inch) piece of ginger
 3. Take 1 tsp of basil leaf paste
 4. Mix it with 1 tsp of ginger paste
 5. Place this mixture on a sieve
 6. Extract juice by pressing this paste
 7. Add 3 tsp of honey
 8. Mix well
 9. Have 1 tsp of this mixture 3 times a day
 

Which Prakriti you belong to ?

for analysis visit us : http://chakrapaniayurveda.com/online-constitution-
analysis/
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Would you like an advertisement of your health services
and products to be read by the largest on - line audience

of Ayurveda in the whole  world?  Or would you like to
sponsor a newsletter ? For all information about our

newsletter and sponsorship details, click here

For Archives of our earlier published Newsletters, please
click here

Subscription Information:
If you know someone, who would enjoy AyurvedaNews,

please forward it to them or tell them about it.

If AyurvedaNews came to you from a friend, you can
subscribe to it for free at our web sites or click here

Click here to send your feedback on this issue of
AyurvedaNews. Your valuable suggestions will help us in

our efforts at continuous improvement.

Change of Address: If at any time you wish to change your
e-mail address, please update us by clicking here. 

Stop Subscription: If you wish to stop your subscription
click here

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

We are specialized

 

For Consultation click here

For Training Click here

For Treatment click here

 

For Products Click here

 

 

CONTACT US
Chakrapani Ayurveda Clinic & Research Center,

Chakrapani Global Center for Training & Research in Ayurveda
8, Diamond hill, Behind Birla Temple, Tulsi circle, Shanti path, Jaipur-

302004, India.
Telefax : +91-141-2624003   Phone: +91-141-2620746

E-mail: info@chakrapaniayurveda.com
http://chakrapaniayurveda.com , http://LearnAyurveda.com , http://ayu.in 
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